If S is a regular ring, L (R ) denotes the o o complemented modular lattices of principal left (right) ideals.
The mapping which takes each element of L. into its right annihilator is a dual-isomorphism of L. onto R . Under this map the principal left ideal (e)^ generated by the idempotent e goes into the principal right ideal (1-e) .
If S is a regular ring, the ring S of n x n matrices n with entries in S is also regular. There exists a lattice isomorphism between L (R ) and the lattice of finitely n n generated submodules of the left (right) S-module of n-tuples (a , a , . . , , a ), a e S. Since S is regular, for every 12 ni n A t S there exists an idempotent matrix E such that n (E) * =(A)^. Moreover, it is possible to choose In the ring S there is in general more than one left n (right) canonical matrix corresponding to an element AE S . n However, if two left canonical matrices E and F are such that (E)/? = (F)y and they have the same idempotents down the main diagonal, then E = F. This follows from the fact that EF = E if (E)^ = (F) . . Although in general the element e.
is not uniquely defined by A, the ideal (e.)
is unique.
l -w
Since in the Boolean ring B any principal ideal is defined by a unique element, any principal left ideal of B is defined by n a unique left canonical matrix. We will identify the elements of Li with the corresponding left canonical matrices. 
(iii) *As an % -ideal and S is * -complete.
Proof. Let R be the set of right canonical matrices / e 0 \ 1 A = , e , e^ z B with a e I, ordered by the relation "n-1,2 P "n-1 a 8 a 6 a Moreover, if a < p , B < B and this implies B B =B , a p a which is equivalent to e b = b , i = l,2,.,.,n-l, a n i i a p a e e = e . Now it is easily seen that n n n e ( v^e r ) = e and ( KJ e ) { v^rb;) = W (e (ub; )) =ub. , nnn n i # n g i i Therefore B is a canonical matrix such that B B =B , ex which implies B < B, and it is clear that B is the supremum.
